
Internal audit has long been viewed as a key element of financial services firms’ 
frameworks to manage risk – the third line of the three lines of defence. But now 
there is new guidance that raises the bar of good performance. The Committee on 
Internal Audit Guidance for Financial Services has issued its Recommendations for 
Effective Internal Audit in the Financial Services Sector,1 following a year‑long exercise 
of drafting and consultation.

The Chartered Institute of Internal Auditors has accepted in full the recommendations.  
The guidance seeks to reposition the focus of internal audit, from testing and 
reporting on the internal control environment, to supporting non‑executive and 
executive management in the more effective management of key risks.

The guidance builds on existing professional standards from the global Institute of 
Internal Auditors but is explicit in taking to new levels the internal audit principles that 
have long existed – from the positioning of the audit function within the organisation 
(for example, reporting lines, remuneration) to areas of audit coverage such as 
governance, culture, or corporate events. Some of these areas will be difficult – and 
uncomfortable – for auditors to assess. 

There has been much debate in the industry on the draft guidance, reflecting perhaps 
that internal audit is as much an art as a science. The guidance is delivered as a set of 
principles,which will require interpretation considering the context of organisation. 
The exact implementation is expected to differ to be proportionate to the 
organisation, but all organisations are expected to adopt the ‘spirit of the guidance’.

In the context of a financial services sector which has been subject to intense criticism 
over recent years, the guidance presents an opportunity and a welcome push for 
internal audit functions to proactively move onto the front foot and increase their 
relevance to their respective organisations and the financial services industry as a 
whole. It is expected that every financial services internal audit function will have to 
make some changes to meet guidelines, that clearly now represent the bar against 
which internal audit will be measured, both domestically and globally. In particular, 
the resources and skills within audit functions will be subject to increasing scrutiny 
and pressure as they seek to deliver the requirements of the new guidance.

Every internal audit function should perform an assessment of the impact the 
guidance has on the function and on the audit plan, and determine an appropriate 
response. This assessment should be discussed with executive management and 
agreed with the Audit Committee.

Internal audit in  
financial services
A new benchmark

“ The UK financial sector is  
uniquely complex. For internal  
audit to fulfil its role in  
banks and other financial 
organisations, specific guidance 
is required on the tasks that 
it should carry out and how it 
should be positioned within 
institutions to allow it to work 
most effectively.”

Chartered Institute of Internal Auditors, 2013

1  http://www.iia.org.uk/
policy/financial-services-
initiative/
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Where might the most significant impact be?
The guidance is far reaching, setting a benchmark throughout the entire internal audit cycle. Some of the more 
significant challenges include:

Positioning within the organisation – Internal audit reporting lines should be clearly defined, 
and in many cases redefined, as completely functionally independent. The Chief Internal 
Auditor should report to the Chair of the Board Audit Committee, with all divisional Heads of 
Audit reporting directly to the Chief Internal Auditor, rather than to local committees. Primary 
reporting lines should be within internal audit, through which results are reported, objectives 
set and appraisals performed. Secondary reporting lines should be to the Chief Executive 
Officer only, to maintain independence from every part of the organisation and to promote 
the eminence of internal audit as a key element of the governance and risk management 
framework.

Employing significant professional judgment – Internal audit will need to extend its reach 
to highly judgemental areas. The organisations risk and control culture, and the risk appetite 
should be captured in the audit universe and subject to audit coverage. Management “tone 
from the top” should be considered, along with a ‘bottom up’ assessment of attitudes to 
control and risk management. Assessment of these specific areas is not widespread practice, 
certainly with the rigour and consistent approach envisaged by the guidelines, and may be 
difficult and uncomfortable for the internal audit function. In the absence of quantifiable 
measures of risk appetite or culture, the auditor would need to define parameters for 
assessment. With risk and culture being areas of focus in post‑crisis commentary, these 
judgements are likely to be of significant interest to a wide community of stakeholders.

An outcomes-based approach – Auditing the processes and controls associated with a risk is 
a central part of most current internal audit methodologies. Shifting the focus to also have an 
opinion on outcomes leads to less familiar territory. Where processes and controls promote 
the reduction of the associated risk, but the outcome suggests the risk is not mitigated, the 
auditor should provide challenge of the judgement and actions of management. The fair 
treatment of customers is a good example of where this will be seen in practice, with 
valid complaints comprising a key measure of customer outcome. Auditors challenge of 
management judgements will be a core to future internal audit practices.

Resources – Auditing culture and risk appetite, and drawing conclusions based on outcomes, 
will draw heavily on auditors’ professional judgement. Professional judgement requires a high 
level of skill and experience and internal audit functions will need to review the adequacy 
of their resources, including technical specialists where necessary. Challenging senior 
management will require the auditor to be of a similar standing to the individuals they  
are challenging.

Auditing the processes and controls associated with a risk is 
a central part of most current internal audit methodologies. 
Shifting the focus to also have an opinion on outcomes leads to  
less familiar territory.
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Emerging best practices
The guidance reinforces some of the emerging best practices for internal audit. Below are some key areas of 
emerging internal audit best practice.

What every Head of Audit and Audit Committee 
member should consider

In the context of your organisation, what should 
internal audit be delivering? What changes to people, 
skills and methodologies are needed?

•		How	does	internal	audit	establish	“what	good	 
looks like”? 

•		How	often	is	there	an	assessment	of	the	overall	
effectiveness of the governance, and risk and control 
framework of the organisation?

•		Does	the	internal	audit	function	form	and	report	an	
explicit assessment of the risk and control culture? 
Are processes, actions and “tone from the top” 
consistent with the values, ethics and risk appetite  
of the organisation?

•		Where	controls	and	processes	are	found	to	be	
operating effectively, does the final outcome support 
this? To what degree has the associated risk been 
reduced – is it within appetite?

•		Does	internal	audit	have	access	to	live	data	in	
identifying and reacting to risks?

•		Does	internal	audit	have	the	skills,	capacity	and	
methodology necessary to provide meaningful 
challenge throughout the organisation?

•		How	is	remuneration	for	the	internal	audit	function	
structured?

Best practices
are evolving

Linking with other functions (earn the right 
to rely …)
Internal audit should incorporate the views of the  
risk, compliance and finance functions within their  
audit plan. Whilst remaining fully independent from  
these functions, reliance should not be placed on  
their work without earning the right to rely.

Harnessing the power of data
Data analytics has rapidly developed into one 

of the most powerful tools for internal auditors. 
Incorporating the use of real and near time data 
analysis will become a vital element to enhance 

internal audit efficiency and effectiveness.

Relations with regulators
Internal audit functions will need to continue to 

respond to the regulatory agenda. They will need 
to balance the desire to be consistent across the 

organisation, with sufficient flexibility to meet 
regulators requirements across the globe.

Quality assurance
Internal audit will be expected to develop a 

robust quality assurance process, appropriate 
to the organisation. Externally provided internal 

audit must undergo the same checks – with 
all quality assurance results fed to the Audit 

Committee at regular intervals.

Responding to resource challenges
Audit functions will need to identify the 
resources and skill sets required to deliver 
their agenda, and assess their human resources 
accordingly. Integrating a wide range of 
specialist skills will be crucial for the function 
to remain relevant to the organisation.

Auditing culture
Internal audit should form an assessment of 
the risk and control culture of the organisation. 
This should be an explicit individual assessment, 
and reported to the appropriate governance 
forums. This will be an area of significant 
judgement.

•		What	management	information	is	used	to	assess	and	 
manage the performance of the internal audit function?

•		How	could	evidence	of	a	rigorous	assessment	
of auditors’ independence and objectivity be 
demonstrated? Has this been performed through  
the defined reporting lines?

•		Are	there	any	parties,	other	than	the	Chairman	of	the	
Audit Committee, influencing the objectives of the 
Chief Internal Auditor?
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